
 
 
 

April 2012 
Lamu, Kenya 
 
Dear Friends, 
If you remember the parable of the loaves and the fishes which Jesus multiplied on 
two separate occasions, you may see the parallel in the details of my most recent 
work trip – to India and the Cook Islands in the South Pacific. This is a long letter, 
but it shows so much of the grace of God, I didn’t want to leave out any of the main 
details.. 
 
In early February, my furry companion Punki and I, left our home in Shela. Nairobi 
for him was the first stop and also final destination outward bound, while for me it 
was a necessary evil  to get my work permit  redone, and my visa for  India pasted 
into  my  passport.  Punki  was  going  for  an  altitude  break,  to  dry  out  his  over 
humidified  skin,  and  to  do  some  therapeutic  monkey  chasing..  It  was  more 
interesting for him I believe, as he was reunited with dear friends who love him (and 
met fresh monkeys), but I too was able to get some important work done! 
 
My first stop took me to India via Dubai..an overnight stay with friends in Mumbai, 
and the next day a flight to Jamnagar in Gujarat State (NW India). From Jamnagar, 
It was a 3hr train journey to the end of the line, a place called Okha, where I stay 
when I work  in India. A visit  to my hardware dealer  to make sure the 15 tanks I’d 
ordered while in Kenya, were all in and ready to be painted. Other details were also 
put in order, and the next morning, a visit to the police station to announce myself 
and the work I was doing there. They’re used to me by now, so all went smoothly. 
The  rest  of  the day was  spent  painting  Jesus  loves  you  in  the gujarati  script,  on 
each tank. It was slow going, but all went well! Sunday, Monday and Tuesday were 
spent  on  the  island  of  Bet Dwarka with  Ajay Rathod,  our  India  project manager, 
who had chosen  the places  for  the  latest  tanks. We went  to all  the homes, gps’d 
and photographed  the  tanks  (between chatting and drinking  lots of  tea), and  in 3 
days,  the  work  was  complete.  On Wednesday,  a  bus  to  Jamnagar  departing  at 
5am, followed by a plane to Mumbai, a taxi into my friends’ place, a visit to the local 



market, and later that night, off to the airport to wait for my very early flight to New 
Zealand via Dubai and Australia…It was a brutally  long day, but  the end result of 
arriving  in  New  Zealand  and  being met  by my  close  friend  from  high  school  (in 
Canada), Kristi and her two kids Stephanie and Tavish, was an absolute joy! 
Before  I go on,  let me back up a bit, and clue you  in  to how God pointed me out 
that way… 
At the beginning of 2011, I started to feel a tug toward New Zealand in my heart – it 
hadn’t been there for a long time, and considering the state of my finances, it could 
have  easily  have  stayed  away…but  it  didn’t.  I  knew NZ was  fine  for  water,  so  I 
began googling islands around NZ. Somehow I found an article on an Island in the 
Cooks, called Aitutaki. They’d had a bank robbery which had cleaned out their bank 
– about $17,000…I wrote the name of the island down, filed it in my bible, and told 
God I’d go, if He’d provide... 
The  year  provided  new  projects,  but  they  were  in  Madagascar  and  Western 
Kenya..New Zealand didn’t  show up again, until  the end of  the year, when  I met 
two Kiwi’s in a short space of time, here in Shela. The memories of NZ were ignited 
again. Soon after, friends whom I’d gone to church with in New Zealand, had sent 
me a Christmas card, which was received in Switzerland, and which our VP Cyrille, 
showed me during a skype call. I hadn’t heard from them in years, and the card just 
happened  to show up at  that  time! The  last prompt was an email out of  the blue, 
from an ex-boyfriend whom I’d dated in University, and who is Kiwi..it’s the first time 
in almost 20 years, that we’ve been in touch…and the last time since then. 
With all the prompts, I put NZ/Aitutaki into prayer again, and within a short span of 
time, I felt very strongly, that I was to bite the bullet financially (put the tickets on my 
visa card), and go.  About two weeks later, the journey began! 
I had imagined the work in NZ to be quite quickly and easily done – I tend to be a 
person  who  imagines  tasks  as  much  smaller  than  they  actually  are,  and  only 
realise  in  the  middle  of  them,  that  I’ve  miscalculated!  The  first  week  in  NZ  was 
essentially a disaster  for work – I wasn’t getting any good feedback from the tank 
companies I’d approached, prices were waaaaay higher than expected, and worst 
of all, I had neglected to take into consideration that they would have to be shipped 
to Aitutaki, meaning that there was going to be some extra heavy expenses to deal 
with there too. 
Along  the way,  I got a  lead  for  tanks, but  the quote along with  the shipping, was 
taking me far beyond what I had to work with. I asked David from Bailey Tanks if he 
could  try  to negotiate a better  rate  for shipping  for me, and he came back with a 
price about 25% lower, which was a start, but which was still out of our  league.  I 
couldn’t fathom the idea of sending a half empty container, nor could I imagine us 
starting a project with 5 or 10 tanks…it wasn’t worth crossing the world for,  in my 
opinion. 



One day,  I went  to  visit with  another  old  friend  from  church when  I was  there  in 
2003 – as we were driving  to her home,  I saw a display  for    tank at a yard  in an 
industrial area. We quickly turned in, and I went to inquire. The tanks were great – 
solid construction, perfect for the islands and the price was much better than what 
I’d  received  thus  far.  I was elated – but still  stressed about  the price of  shipping, 
and how to get around that. With my friend, TeWai, we prayed that afternoon, and 
trusted God to make things fall into place. 
The next days were hard, as that feeling of failure chased me at every turn. 
In  the meantime,  I wrote  to Bailey Tanks to  let  them know that  I’d gotten a better 
price  elsewhere,  but  that  I’d  appreciated  their  efforts.  David,  the  owner  quickly 
replied,  asking  if  I would  allow  him  to  give  another  quote  –  although  I was  quite 
decided, I agreed, thinking he’d never be able to match the price given by the other 
Tank Guy. 
In between, I threw any pride to the wind, and wrote to Reef Shipping, asking them 
if they could possibly participate in our project by allowing us to ship with the dregs 
of our money, after purchasing enough tanks to fill the container. When they found 
out  that  we  pay  for  the  tanks  and  that  we  let  people  use  them  for  life,  without 
charge, they agreed – from a quote of more than $6000nzd, they agreed to accept 
$1500nzd, and we had 16  tanks on order! Things were  finally  falling  into place  (I 
had asked God to allow us to do 32 tanks in Aitutaki, but was willing to accept 16-
because I had no choice!) 
At  some  point  in  there,  Bailey  Tanks  came  back  to  me  with  a  price  that  was 
outstanding  –  but  I  had already  committed  to  the  first  tank guy,  and  felt  I  should 
stay with them. Later, when I found out that the order couldn’t be carried out in the 
timeframe that I was working with, we agreed that I would go with Bailey Tanks, as 
they assured me that the order of 20 tanks (based on the outstanding price) could 
be done on time. I dropped the taps off to them as I headed to the airport to fly to 
Aitutaki, where I was going to do the groundwork to prepare for the water stations. 
In Aitutaki, I was met by a man called Vaeruarangi Ariki (ariki means king in Maori, 
and yes, he is of royal lineage). He’s the friend of a friend of a lady whom I met at 
an outing Kristi took me on the first full day I was in NZ. He greeted me (when he 
eventually found me) with an Ai (garland of flowers) for the neck and head – what a 
lovely way  to be greeted!  I was being hosted  (free because of a  ridiculously  tight 
budget), at his brother’s house  ‘in  town’, about 20 steps away  from the ocean…a 
big house all to myself – wow!  He’d put a whole lot of fruit  in the kitchen – which 
was a joy to partake of the whole week I was there… 
Our first stop took us by his chariot for the week (a yellow scooter), to the Mayor’s 
home, where I and the project were introduced. Mr. John Baxter Jr. welcomed me 
warmly and gratefully accepted any help we would give his people. I was asked to 
come and join the City Council and Arona mana (elders in power) meeting on the 
Monday (two days later), to present our work. At that meeting, they agreed to ask 



for a waiver for the port charges, which freed up the tiny bit of money remaining in 
our account, for one more tank!! We were up to 21!! 
The ariki had already made lists of names of people who hadn’t received tanks in 
any of  the distributions, and we began to tour  the  island to talk  to the people and 
get the gps readings and picture taking done. Sunday on the very Christian Island 
is  a  church  day,  and  we  went  to  the  Cook  Islands  Christian  Church  –  the  first 
church on Aitutaki..the singing was outstanding!!! 
Lunch was followed by a swim with some new, newlywed friends,  in the turquoise 
waters of Aitutaki lagoon..wow. 
Over  the week, we made countless  tours  to  visit  homes and  secure  the work by 
taking gps readings and pictures of  the people who’d  receive  tanks. We met with 
area leaders who presented us the places where they’d chosen for the tanks to go. 
Sometimes we found that they already had tanks, other times we found places that 
hadn’t been put on anyone’s list. We worked hard everyday, evenings were spent 
going over  the details, keeping  in  touch with Switzerland, banking by  internet and 
putting  the details  I  had  into order,  to hand over  to our Ariki  project manager  for 
when I left. 
Our  plan  was  to  finish  the  groundwork  by Wednesday,  so  that  I  could  go  on  a 
snorkeling trip on Thursday that was being offered to me…I’m so glad I got to go – 
what a stunning place to be, and to snorkel in! 
Friday was packing up day, and a tour around the perimeter of the island – the plan 
was to keep our eyes off the places that would need tanks, but we failed, and came 
up with more names still!  I got  ready  to  leave Aitutaki 2 beautiful Ai’s around my 
neck, happy with what we’d accomplished, but burdened by the fact that there was 
a reserve list of 12, who still needed water tanks…I had no idea when I could get 
back to this remote, expensive destination.. 
Aitutaki  takes us across  the  international  date  line,  so when  I  left NZ,  I  gained a 
day, and when I returned, I lost a day. I left Aitutaki on the Friday evening, had a 5 
hour layover in Rarotonga and arrived in New Zealand early on Sunday morning…! 
I was meant to depart on Monday, but decided that I would stay a few days longer, 
to  get  the details  tied up before  I  left.  I would be easier  to work  from NZ  for  the 
project than from Kenya. The new departure date was set for Saturday the 17th of 
March. 
I decided at that point, to do something that I don’t like to do – to ask friends to help 
our work. I’ve done it  in the past, and it’s yielded such poor results and made me 
feel  like  I’ve  put my  friends  in  an  uncomfortable  position  –  I  dislike  doing  that  to 
them..I  decided  that  for  these  people who  had  no  drinking water  close  to  home, 
many whom had lost their homes to Cyclone Pat in 2010, I would try once more. I 
wrote a personal letter to a handful of friends and left the results in God’s hands…I 
could  only  do what  I  could  do..Within  a  very  short  space  of  time,  some of  those 
friends  responded  favourably,  and  an  impromptu  check  on  one  of  our  bank 



accounts which we rarely use, yielded unexpected money from an article that had 
been written by a friend in February. We had just enough for the 12 reserve tanks!!! 
David  assured  us  that  we  could  have  the  same  price  for  these  extra  1000  litre 
tanks, and I  imagined strapping them to the top of the container we’d rented from 
Reef shipping.  I asked  if  it was possible, and Ewen,  the trade manager  told me  it 
could be done…at $195/cubic metre!!! Even with the 50% discount that they were 
applying, it was impossible – I had drained the account and couldn’t ask people for 
help  again…It  was  too  close  to  easter  to  take  other  offerings  in  Switzerland,  so 
once again, I found myself in a very tight corner. 
On Wednesday  the 21st of March,  I  stripped myself of all  vestiges of self  respect 
and  essentially  groveled,  begging  Ewen  to  please  let  our  12  tanks  go  for  free, 
explaining the work and explaining our situation, exactly as it was. About 10 hours 
later,  while  I  was  having  dinner with  friends  under  an  acacia  tree  on Manda,  he 
replied – He would allow us free shipping of the last 12 tanks!!!  
The final detail to be dealt with were the taps and reducers needed for the tanks – 
the smallest detail, but also an extremely important one. God provided once again, 
this time through the most unexpected source. A young lady named Rebecca, who 
works with Reef Shipping, whom I’ve never met, but who has helped me deal with 
the most complicated papers and who has been the epitomy of customer service. 
As  she  followed  my  dilemma  of  getting  the  taps  from  a  hardware  chain  called 
BUNNINGS, she offered to help us pick them up when she was off work. Between 
her and her mother, this small but very frustrating detail got taken care of, and all is 
well! Another blessing –  I  noticed  just before  I went  to Aitutaki,  that Bunnings do 
community  service  projects,  and  donate  to  different  projects  in  and  around  New 
Zealand.  I applied  for help with our  taps, and about 10 days ago,  just before  the 
boat left, they agreed to supply us with the 13 taps and reducers that we needed. 
We returned the ones we’d bought (via Rebecca again), and will send that money 
to  our  Ariki  friend  in  Aitutaki,  to  cover  some  of  the  fuel  charges  he  took  upon 
himself,  to  get  me  around  the  island  while  I  was  there.  We’re  so  grateful  to 
Bunnings also, for this gracious gesture on their part! 
The boat will arrive on the 18th of April, and our project manager, Vaeruarangi Ariki, 
will  be  there  to meet  the  tanks,  spray  paint  Te Aroa O  Iesu  (Jesus  loves  you  in 
Maori) on them put the taps on, and distribute them according to our lists.  The City 
Council has agreed to help us with a vehicle to distribute the tanks! Pictures will be 
taken, and  forwarded  to me  to put on our website when we get  the Aitutaki page 
set up! 
This trip has been about supernatural provision, like I’ve never experienced before. 
A few more surprising gifts came in, which has left us with enough to pay the dregs 
of our debts in India, and other small bills here in Kenya.  
I  left here with what turned out to be little money and lots of faith, and have come 
back with my faith boosted and money in the Association account leftover!!  



An island who saw nature unleash it’s fury, has been comforted by God’s love and 
generosity, and our tiny  little association can glorify God for what He continues to 
do as we remain willing to serve! 
 
I personally would love to be able to say that we’ve hit the 500 water station mark 
by the end of 2012! Just a little goal. The desire is to do 40-45 in Madagascar (old 
project  increased,  new  project  starting),  and  60  between  Sigulu  and  Bunyala 
District in Kenya’s lake Victoria district. 
Your prayers and or financial gifts will be gratefully received, to help us reach this 
goal of 500,000  litres of  capacity  to  catch  rainwater, on  islands around  the world 
who struggle with clean drinking water. 
 
For  more  information,  go  to  www.wingsinternational.org  or  write  to  me  at 
Tasmin.Keshavjee@gmail.com 
 
Every blessing to you from our team at Wings of Grace International, 
 
Tasmin Keshavjee 
Cyrille Rieder 
Marc Andre Baillifard 
Pierre Baillifard 
 
   
  

 
 
 

 
 


